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As the world’s insight network, GLG connects clients to the subject-matter experts who can provide real-world insights to make informed 
decisions. Our team of professionals work with you to create a tailored approach that identifies, assesses, and answers your questions on your 
timeline. We bring the power of insight to every great professional decision.

CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE  
A law firm sought an expert witness for a personal injury case who could 
speak to design defects in manufactured furniture and how furniture is 
packaged for shipping. The expert would also need to travel to evaluate 
the furniture on-site.

THE GLG APPROACH 
The GLG Law team determined the right expert would need a background 
in design defects, specifically in manufactured products, to fully understand 
how a package should be designed to prevent injury. 

Drawing from GLG’s network of approximately 1 million subject 
matter experts, the team sent three candidates to the client and set up 
complimentary video screening calls within two business days.

OUTCOME  
The client retained a retired professor of furniture design with 35 years of 
experience as their expert witness. The expert traveled to the client’s site 
to evaluate and inspect the furniture in-person.

FEATURED PRODUCTS  
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A Law Firm Needed an Expert for a Personal Injury Case Quickly

 
 

A law firm sought an expert witness  
for a personal injury case who had 
experience in furniture design and 
packing for shipment. GLG placed a 
qualified expert to evaluate the  
furniture and possible design defects.

Why GLG?
Project Breadth
One expert witness placed to inspect  
a manufactured furniture product  
on-site and provide an opinion on  
possible design defects.

Quality Expertise, Quickly
GLG sourced three qualified candidates  
from our network of approximately  
1 million subject matter experts and  
sent them to the client within two  
business days.

Complimentary Screening
The client conducted video screening  
calls before choosing the expert.  
These are complimentary in GLG’s Expert 
Witness selection process to help clients 
validate expertise and find the right 
witnesses for their cases.of validation  
based on their expertise. 
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